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Tax Practitioner Event

Hosted by B Square Financial - 16 August 2017

WELCOME – QUOTE FOR THE DAY
“Birthdays are good for your health…….
The more you have …….the longer you live”
– Unknown
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Confidence is often seen as a silver
bullet: a cure-all mindset allowing us to
feel our best in any situation, go toe to
toe with any competitor, boss, or
colleague – essentially being anything or
anyone we want in any given situation.

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
You have a similar scenario when you tell people you are anxious.
They might say, “stop being so anxious, then,” and expect your
problem to magically disappear. They don’t understand this state
of mind and the difficulty with changing it because they have no
first-hand experience of it.
It may be difficult rebuilding your confidence once it is shaken,
especially if you have not experienced something similar before.

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
There are 5 practices holding you back from unshakable
confidence.
1. Your Inner Critic
To shut that little bugger up you have to cultivate and practice of
self-awareness – you need to catch yourself in the act of selfsabotage.

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
You’re too old
This is an excuse and we all know it, so stop b**s***ting yourself,
and everyone around you, for that matter. There are many who
have done great things in the riper stages of life. So why can’t
you?

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
You’re a Fraud
This is when you feel that you are out of your depth, that others
in your field are smarter and better equipped for the job than you
are.
Simply by being authentic and doing things your own way, you
have an unfair advantage.
Oscar Wilde said,
‘Be yourself; everyone else is already taken.’

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
There is no point in looking back at what happened in the past;
not a month, not a year, not even a day ago. You cannot change
anything. You can only change how you move forward.
 Don’t dwell on the past, look to forging your future.
 Don’t blame your circumstances, aim to change them.
 Don’t settle for mediocre, chase the impossible.

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
2. Celebrate good times, come on! (No matter how small)
If “action is the antidote to despair” then celebrating the small
wins is the “complement to confidence.”
Remember the last time you achieved a goal and how you felt?
That is confidence.

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
But how can celebrating something, seemingly insignificant, help
you maintain a positive mindset?
Re-emphasise the Importance of Goal-setting
How are we going to get there? What are the daily actions we are
going to take to achieve what we want?
When we celebrate our achievements, it shows our plan is
working and allows us the opportunity to iterate, pivot, or
continue as planned.
Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Promotes Work-life Balance.
Let’s be honest! Many of us burn out if we don’t force ourselves to
take a moment.
How do we do this? By celebrating a milestone or where you have
achieved something (tangible progress) and you get to have a
break (balance).

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
It Creates Momentum
Momentum is by far one of the greatest motivators. It keeps you
going when times are tough and spurs you on from one phase to
the next.
But how can stopping to celebrate create momentum? It sounds
counter productive, right?

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
3. You Ungrateful B******!
Close to half of the world’s population survives on less than $2.50
per day. Over 1.3 billion live on half of that.
The pure fact that you are alive, with the means to be educated,
the ability to drive to work, and even live in a house, are things to
not only be grateful for but astonished by.
There is always something to be grateful for!
By cultivating the practice of gratitude, you begin to look for the
good in pretty much everything, which yields profound results.
Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
It Keeps you Happy and Positive
It’s difficult to be sad when you are constantly seeing everything
as great. You begin to appreciate and notice things you didn’t
before.
This, in turn, makes you more observant. You begin to appreciate
things you hadn’t before.

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
It Strengthens your Relationships
When seeing the good in people, the mistakes they made, the
wrongs they committed, and the arguments you had, it all seems
insignificant. You understand that they are human, the same as
you. As Wendy Mass so eloquently put it:
“Be kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a battle you know nothing about.”

Simply put, gratitude makes you more empathetic.

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Focus on what Actually Matters
Money, cars, and houses are all just things and don’t actually add
any real value to our lives. If this is all you are after I feel sorry for
you. There is so much more to life than this.
Gratitude keeps you humble by focusing your attention on the
important aspects of life, relationships with family and friends,
and moments of joy and happiness.
Money might provide a mainline injection of happiness, but it
doesn’t last and will never be enough!

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Builds Resilience
When times are tough it’s difficult to see how we will ever get
through it.
The practice of daily gratitude reminds us of what we do have to
be thankful for.
The things we take for granted. Like running water, a roof over
our heads, and a family.

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
It’s quite sobering and humbling to realise that while we’re
worried about the barista taking too long to make our soya milk
decaf double-shot latte with cinnamon sprinkles and a touch of
vanilla syrup, people are struggling to fulfill the most basic of
human needs.
So, next time you think about losing your top over a problem
people in extreme poverty have never even heard of, you’ll
consider a little restraint and resilience.
“Suck it up buttercup. It’s not all that bad! “

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Increases your ability to achieve goals
Looking for the greatness in all situations keeps you motivated
towards your goals.
You appreciate challenges as an opportunity to learn. This keeps
you focused on your target.
We all love to do what we enjoy doing, so the process of gratitude
keeps us focused on the positive.

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Increases your ability to achieve goals
Looking for the greatness in all situations keeps you motivated
towards your goals.
You appreciate challenges as an opportunity to learn. This keeps
you focused on your target.
We all love to do what we enjoy doing, so the process of gratitude
keeps us focused on the positive.
Without gratitude, nothing will ever be enough. You will always
be chasing an ever-shifting goal post, never stopping to
appreciate what you have, where you are, and how far you have
come.

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
4. A Lack of Learning

“Once you stop learning you start dying” – Albert Einstein

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Fixed mindset vs Growth mindset
The belief that everything and anything can be learned stimulates
the confident mindset.
Knowing that you are a constantly evolving means being open to
opportunities to learn from people smarter than you and not
feeling inadequate because you don’t know as much as them. It
turns failures into lessons.
Actually, peoples definition of failure is not pushing themselves
to develop at all.
Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
It Prepares You.
Remember leaving the exam hall after writing a test you studied
for? You were confident because you knew your work!
It’s the same in any other situation. If you are well read on a
certain topic of conversation you’re eloquent, knowledgeable, and
intelligent.

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
It Promotes Deliberate Practice
With the growth mindset, you are constantly stretching your
potential to be better and learn more.
You avoid stagnation. Simply put, deliberate practice makes you
good. Being good makes you confident.

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
It Fuels the Creative Spirit
When constantly learning, our interests become wide-ranging and
varied.
We can think outside the box and make connections that we
wouldn’t have before. This allows us to innovate and create
something completely new and unique, something that no one
has conceived of before.
If that doesn’t make you confident, I don’t know what will!

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
5. Taking the Time to Recover
A knock to our confidence in our professional, personal or
creative space can hurt!
It can leave lasting wounds.
We need to give ourselves time to tend to those wounds, but not
lick them!

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Example – dog with cone after operation

Source: bettermanblue print.com

WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY

When we begin to wallow we tend to get lost down a pit of
despair. Once we start down this path, recovery becomes difficult
– it becomes an excuse for not taking action.

Source: bettermanblue print.com
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WELCOME – THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Journaling called JAAGG :
 Journal
 Affirmations –how you want to be, but preface each statement
with “I am…”
 Achievements
 Gratitude
 Goals
“Know what you want. Clarity is power. And vague goals
promote vague results.” – Robin Sharma
Source: bettermanblue print.com

AGENDA
12:30 Registration and refreshments
13:00 Welcome / Introduction
– Mr Martin Barnard
13:10
 What’s New
 Open discussion
 Stakeholder meeting items
15:15 Enjoy a drink with us
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Future Events

Future Events
Company Secretarial Practitioner event
23 August 2017 (West Rand)

Guest speaker
Lucinda Steenkamp - Senior Legal Advisor at the CIPC
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Future Events
Tax Practitioner Event
22 September 2017 (West Rand)
Feedback from Quarterly SARS Stakeholders
meeting

What’s in the NEWS?
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What’s NEW?
SARS & Tax related
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What’s NEW?
Provisional Tax Trap
Property Sale
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PROVISIONAL TAX TRAP – Property Sale
The pregime operates as a continuous cash flow mechanism in favour of
Government whereby tax on income earned is paid over provisionally in
anticipation of the final tax liability to be calculated when a person is finally
assessed to income tax.
Where a person is required to be registered for provisional tax, estimates of
taxable income are required to be submitted to SARS bi-annually (and
provisional taxes paid accordingly), being after the first 6 months of the
start of the person’s tax year, and again on the last day of that tax year.
Quite a number of our clients are not registered for provisional tax, nor are
they required to be so registered.
Typically, provisional tax registration is required only to the extent that
income will be earned that is not in the form of remuneration (and which
will therefore already be subject to pay-as-you-earn, whereby tax is
already “pre-paid” on the taxpayer’s behalf on a monthly basis).
Individuals therefore only earning a salary (and perhaps other immaterial
taxable receipts) during a year, will not be required to register as provisional
taxpayers.

PROVISIONAL TAX TRAP – Property Sale
What happens quite often in practice though is that these non-provisional
taxpayer individuals may sell a significant asset during a tax year (typically in the
form of immovable property), and thereby realising significant taxable capital
gains.
In such a scenario, these individuals too would need to register for and pay
provisional tax for the tax year under consideration. Unfortunately though, many
taxpayers are completely unaware of this requirement, thereby exposing
themselves to onerous penalties as relates to the underestimation of provisional
tax for failure to submit the requisite returns.
Where no provisional tax return has been entered by the individual concerned,
SARS may deem a Rnil estimate to have been returned by the taxpayer for
provisional tax purposes.
[1] As a result, SARS will consider the taxpayer to have underestimated its taxable
income for the relevant year of assessment, and impose a penalty of up to 18%
(or 20% or 90%) of the taxable income for the relevant year of assessment.
[2] Considering that this once-off event will likely involve a substantial asset
having been realised (with a significant attendant tax cost), the penalty involved
may also be quite substantial.
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PROVISIONAL TAX TRAP – Property Sale
It is possible to request SARS to remit the penalty levied on
underestimation, either in terms of the relevant provisions of
the Tax Administration Act,
[3] or in terms of the Fourth Schedule to the Income Tax Act.
[4] In our experience though, SARS is reluctant to provide
relief to taxpayers, and any remittance request often
amounts to an involved and drawn out process. It is
therefore preferable for taxpayers to be aware of the
potential provisional tax consequences linked to a disposal
of significant assets, and to discuss this with their tax
practitioners before entering into significant transactions so
that the necessary tax filing obligations can be observed in
time.

What’s NEW?
S7C
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FURTHER REFINEMENTS TO THE ATTACK
ON INTEREST FREE LOANS TO TRUSTS
With the introduction of section 7C of the Income Tax Act,
58 of 1962 targeted anti-avoidance provision,
National Treasury sought to attack interest free loans
granted to trusts by connected persons of that trust.

FURTHER REFINEMENTS TO THE ATTACK
ON INTEREST FREE LOANS TO TRUSTS
Typically, these loans would have arisen by virtue of an individual that
would sell his or her asset to a trust of which he/she is a beneficiary for
estate duty purposes on interest free loan account.
By doing so, the asset’s value will grow in the trust, while the interest
free loan will remain a non-appreciable, static asset in the hands of the
beneficiary, thereby excluding future capital growth on the asset from
estate duty when that individual should one day pass away.
Section 7C deems an interest component to arise on interest free or
low interest loan accounts to the extent that interest is not charged at
the prescribed rate. The amount of the deemed interest is then treated
as an annual donation by the trust, thereby attracting donations tax
on the value of the deemed donation made to the trust.
Were the trust creditors to actually charge interest on the loans to the
trusts on the other hand, this will lead to taxable income accruing in
their hands, and which will be subject to income tax being charged
thereon at prevailing income tax rates.
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FURTHER REFINEMENTS TO THE ATTACK
ON INTEREST FREE LOANS TO TRUSTS
The new proposals contained in the draft Taxation Laws
Amendment Bill, published on 19 July 2017, contain two
significant reforms which further focus the extent of the antiavoidance provisions of section 7C and counter two
specific planning solutions being conceived in practice to
counter the application of section 7C in its current form.
The first such proposal to take note of is that loans to trusts
are no longer the sole target, but also interest free loans
extended to companies (owned by trusts) by the
beneficiaries of that trust. This is in an attempt to counter
structuring solutions whereby loans owing by a trust were
shifted by way of complex restructurings to companies
owned by trusts.

FURTHER REFINEMENTS TO THE ATTACK
ON INTEREST FREE LOANS TO TRUSTS
The second proposal is aimed at loans due by trusts being transferred
from the creditor individual to another, thereby effectively “breaking
the link” between the person that extended the loan to the trust and
the person now entitled to the amounts due by the trust. In other
words, section 7C would only previously apply to the person who
extended the loan to the trust.
Since the person now holding the loan claim did not originally grant
the loan to the trust, the provisions of section 7C, in its original form,
would not have applied. The second new revision to section 7C
counters this approach making it clear that a connected person
acquiring a loan claim is also caught by the provisions of section 7C
(and thus required to charge interest) irrespective thereof that that
person did not itself extend any loan finance itself to the trust.
The above are still mere proposals, but are proposed to become
effective 19 July 2017 if enacted (which appears likely). Taxpayers with
loan accounts to trusts are therefore well-advised to seek guidance on
how to treat such loan accounts going forward.
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WHAT’S NEW
Where to find it?

What’s NEW?
Where to find it;
http://www.sars.gov.za/Pages/Whats-New.aspx
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Open discussion

BRANCH MEETING DATES
Office

Date

Date

Date

Time

Krugersdorp

6 April

29 June

5 October

10h00 – 11h30

Roodepoort

18 April

29 June

19 October

10h00 – 11h30

Randfontein

11 April

18 July

17 October

10h00 - 11h00
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AGENDA ITEMS
SARS Stakeholder meeting

Agenda
?????
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Contact details

www.bsquare-financial.co.za
Martin : 083 634 0092
Suzette : 084 700 9776
info@b2square.co.za
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